
 

 

 

 
 

 

Agnes Tiong Hui Sing  
Athlete - F 
Age: 15 / Chinese - SO Sarawak 
 
Sport: Table Tennis 

Event 1 - Women’s Singles 
Event 2 - Mix Doubles  

 

 

Agnes Tiong Hui Sing is a 15-year-old Chinese athlete from Sarawak, Malaysia. She has an intellectual 
disability, hearing impairments, and a medical condition diagnosed at an early age. Despite these 
challenges, Agnes is a remarkable Special Olympics athlete who will be representing Team Malaysia at 
the Special Olympics World Games in Berlin 2023. 

Agnes excels in table tennis and will compete in the Women's Singles and Mix Doubles events with 
her teammate Edwin. She has shown immense dedication and perseverance, training seven days a 
week with two different coaches, Coach Mary from school and Coach Kong from the Ping Pong 
Association. Agnes has made significant progress in her fitness and behavior since joining Special 
Olympics Sarawak Table Tennis training in 2022.  

Outside of sports, Agnes has a passion for arts and painting. She has been involved in these activities 
since kindergarten. Although she finds it challenging to memorize dance steps, she still enjoys 
dancing. Agnes's mother has been a constant source of support and care throughout her journey, and 
her doctor has certified her fit to continue training and preparing for the World Games. 

Agnes's coaches and healthcare team believe she has the potential to bring glory to Malaysia. Despite 
her limited understanding of competition, Agnes's simplicity and focus allow her to stay calm and 
undistracted during matches. Her journey in table tennis began when Coach Mary discovered her 
talent and decided to focus on the sport. Agnes's mother's support has been instrumental in her 
progress.  

Agnes's story is one of resilience and 
determination. She is an inspiration to others, 
and her hard work and persistence are expected 
to lead to success at the Special Olympics World 
Games in Berlin. 
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